Abstract-Testing of digital circuits seems to be a completely mastered part of the design flow, but constrained test patterns generation is still a highly evolving branch of digital circuit testing. Our previous research on constrained test pattern generation proved that we can benefit from an implicit representation of test patterns set in CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form). Some techniques of speeding up the constrained SATbased test patterns generation are described and closely analyzed in this paper. These techniques are experimentally evaluated on a real SAT-based algorithm performing a constrained test patterns compression based on overlapping of test patterns. Experiments are performed on a subset of ISCAS'85 and '89 benchmark circuits. Results of the experiments are discussed and recommendations for a further development of similar SAT-based tools for constrained test patterns generation are given.
INTRODUCTION
As the number of analog and mixed signal parts in electronic devices continuously grows, more and more attention of researchers is focused on testing of these circuits. It could seem that testing of the digital circuits is a completely mastered part of the design flow. In fact, there are still some areas of digital circuit testing waiting to be resolved. There is a need to generate constrained test sets, e.g., to decrease heat dissipation and power consumption during the test [1] or test application time [2] .
The basic idea of general constrained test pattern generation [3] is shown in Figure 1 . There is a set of test patterns for each fault, by which it is detected. The most suitable (according to constraints) test pattern or a subset of the most suitable test patterns is chosen by application of specific additional constraints. Conventional ATPGs (Automatic Test Pattern Generators) are based on PODEM [4] or FAN [5] algorithms. Here test patterns are generated by traversing the circuit structure, with backtracking employed. In contrast to this approach, SAT-based ATPGs [6] are searching for the test patterns by SAT (satisfiability) solving. The instance of the SAT problem in CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) is generated for each fault. This CNF implicitly represents the whole set of the test patterns detecting a given fault. A test pattern for a fault is obtained by SAT solving of its CNF. A fault is untestable if there is not a satisfiable solution of its CNF.
Our research is focused on a class of algorithms where the same set of SAT instances is repeatedly processed with different constraints. Algorithms are forced to handle repeated processing of the same CNFs, which can cause a significant time overhead [7] . It is expected, that the majority of constrained SAT instances are classified as UNSAT (UNSATisfiable) [7, 8] . It means that they do not contribute by any sub-solution and must be repeatedly solved with other constraints.
Our experiments on CNF processing show the differences (time/memory consumption) between
• their repeated generation, • storing,
• and storing of reduced CNFs.
Reduction of stored CNFs is made by solution set preserving SAT transformations [8] , e.g., by resolution or propagation of 1-literal clauses. These reductions do not change the set of solutions.
Advantages and disadvantages of these approaches are discussed over the results and recommendations for further design of SAT-based constrained test patterns generation algorithms are proposed.
Next, possibilities of detecting unsatisfiable constrained CNFs were explored. The UNSAT instances are early detected by resolving conflicts between the demanded fixed values of the signals in the circuit and their values obtained by CNF implications. The SAT solving of these unsatisfiable instances can be skipped, which can significantly speed up the algorithm. Such a process is in the paper referred as static or dynamic UNSAT filter based on the performed type of implications.
II. PREVIOUS WORK ON CONSTRAINED TEST PATTERNS
GENERATION Generation of test patterns with some constraints is a common process in digital designs testing. Test patterns are constrained to be better compressed, tailored for a scan-based designs, to speed up of the test generation process, to avoid illegal test patterns (on primary inputs, buses, tri-state elements), etc.
Constrained ATPG can be used for a broadside transition testing [9] . Conventional ATPG based on PODEM [4] algorithm produces a set of test patterns with a great number of the test patterns covering functionally untestable transition faults. These functionally untestable transition faults do not need to be tested because they do not affect the normal functionality of the chip (they cannot occur). Nevertheless, testing the chip for these faults may cause the test fail, and thus decrease the yield. Thus an ATPG is constrained by a set of illegal (unreachable) states (circuit's signals values) that enable detection of the untestable transition faults. These constraints are described as a Boolean formula in CNF. Constrained ATPG fixes variables in the generated test pattern and at the same time fixes corresponding variables in the CNF of constraints and checks the CNF for conflicts in variable settings. A conflict means that the illegal state occurs; an ATPG performs backtracking and searches for a different variable setting in the test pattern. Such a constrained set of test patterns reduces activation of the functionally untestable transitions, which increases the quality of the test set and reduces the yield loss due to testing of the functionally untestable faults.
In [10] , an implicit representation of all test sequences for a fault is used to check for conflicts with rule matrices (of the cellular automata) during the test patterns generation constrained to cellular automata. This technique is used for testing of midsize controllers. The entire set of the test sequences of the controller under test is implicitly represented by a BDD (Binary Decision Diagram). The BDD is explored and only those sequences which can be reproduced by cellular automata are selected. A concrete algorithm and the way of application of the constraints were not described in the paper.
An ATPG for industrial circuits with restrictors [11] represents another application based on constrained test patterns generation. Industrial circuits contain a great number of buses, tri-state elements and other parts, where the set of permitted signal values is constrained. This structural information is stored as a set of restrictions, which are used by an ATPG to prune the search space and speed up the test patterns generation. This method was implemented as a conventional FAN algorithm [5] extended by a restrictor (constraint) concept.
Low power tests are mostly built from pre-generated test patterns [1] by their reordering. Constraints can be formed by a heuristic algorithm (test sequence is build incrementally). The best test patterns to be ordered into the test sequence are searched instead of the ordering of the pre-generated test patterns.
Test patterns compression based on a tailoring of test patterns for a scan-chain [2] is a compression technique based on the RESPIN architecture [2] . The test patterns generation process for a scan chain, where suitable test patterns to be overlapped are produced, is denoted as tailoring of the test patterns. Suitable test patterns are produced by a conventional ATPG tool performing dynamic compaction, while constraints to the circuit primary inputs are applied.
A similar approach to a compression of test patterns for RESPIN is the SAT-Compress algorithm [7] , which is based on SAT. A set of test patterns for each fault is implicitly represented by a SAT instance in the CNF. These CNFs are not stored in memory, but are generated on-the-fly when requested by the SAT-Compress algorithm. A test pattern for each fault is obtained by SAT solving of the CNF instances with applied constraints (i.e., fixed variables values). The main difference between the tailoring of the test patterns for RESPIN and the SAT-Compress algorithm is the implicit representation of the test patterns set. The SAT-based approach is known to be much faster in test patterns generation for hard to be tested faults than standard ATPG tools, but easily tested faults can create a time overhead [6] . It can be assumed that similar behavior can be observed in the constrained test patterns generation process.
III. SAT-BASED TEST PATTERN GENERATION

A. Circuit to SAT Transformation
In SAT-based ATPGs, the ATPG problem is reduced to a SAT problem. Here the fault-free and faulty circuits are transformed into CNF, to obtain a SAT problem instance. The solutions of this instance are test vectors detecting the respective fault. Thus, the CNF implicitly represents the whole set of test patterns detecting a given fault. To generate the test for a fault F, the characteristic function Φ f of the faulty circuit is generated as conjunction of all CNFs of gates g 1 ,…,g n ∈H:
The SAT instance for a fault F is obtained as a product of Φ c , Φ f and a characteristic function of a XOR of the faultfree and faulty circuit POs Φ XOR :
Finally, the variable of the faulty signal in Φ f is fixed on the faulty value and its image in Φ c is complemented. Output variable of the Φ XOR is assigned by logic value 1 (Boolean difference must result in 1, if it is detectable fault).
The Φ is unsatisfiable, the fault F is undetectable. More information can be found in [6, 8] .
B. SAT-based ATPG Algorithm
A conventional SAT-based ATPG algorithm [6] can be described in four steps:
1) Generate a fault list for a given circuit.
2) Pick one fault from the fault list and generate its CNF 3) Solve the SAT problem for this CNF. The solution represents a test pattern detecting the respective fault. If the CNF is unsatisfiable, the fault is removed from the fault list as an undetectable fault.
4) Simulate the test pattern obtained in step 3 and remove all detected faults from the fault list. Repeat steps 2-4 until the fault list is empty.
For details on the SAT-based ATPGs, see [6, 12] .
IV. THE SAT-COMPRESS ALGORITHM
The presented speedup techniques are experimentally evaluated on the SAT-Compress algorithm [7] . It performs compression of the test patterns based on overlapping. The SAT-compress algorithm searches for the best overlap by gradually building the bitstream of compressed test patterns for the scan chain. The basic algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
1) First, the complete fault list is generated (FL).
2) Redundant faults are removed from the FL.
3) A zero state (all-zero test pattern) or the test pattern covering any fault from the fault list is used as the initial test pattern.
4) The pattern is simulated and all detected faults are deleted from the fault list. The leftmost bit of the pattern goes to the resulting bitstream.
5) The pattern is shifted left and a DC bit is put to its rightmost position. This is the mask for the next pattern. The care bits of the mask constrain the values of primary inputs (PI) in subsequent SAT instances.
6) To generate the next test pattern having the highest overlap with the previously generated one, a CNF for each fault in the fault list is generated, while the primary input variables are set according the mask. The CNF for a fault is processed in the order given by its position in the fault list. If a CNF for a fault is satisfiable for a given assignment of primary variables, a new test pattern is obtained. If none of these CNFs is satisfiable, the pattern is shifted one more bit left, which generates a new mask of SAT constraints.
7) These operations (4-7) are performed while the fault list is not empty or until all care bits from the mask of primary inputs setting are shifted out while there is still no satisfiable CNF (the rest of the faults in FL is undetectable). A class of SAT-based algorithms for constrained test patterns generation deals with repeated processing of the same SAT instances in CNF with different constraints. It can cause constrained test patterns generation process to be timeconsuming [7] . The constrained test patterns generation process is analyzed and additional techniques of its speedup based on the CNFs manipulation and its filtering based on the CNFs satisfiability are discussed.
A. On-the-Fly CNF Generation vs. CNF Storing
The CNFs generation takes a significant part of the constrained test patterns generation process. The SAT instances can be generated on-the-fly, or they can be pregenerated and stored in memory. Either original CNF are stored, or the CNFs are simplified by solution set preserving reductions, to reduce memory requirements.
In the CNF generation on-the-fly approach the CNFs are repeatedly generated and constrained in the test generation process. It is obvious that memory requirements are negligible. On the other hand, such a repeated generation of CNFs can increase the test generation time. The CNF generation time has been proved to take a significant part of the test patterns generation process for SAT ATPGs [6] .
In the latter approach, CNFs for each fault are generated only once in the initial part of the algorithm and stored in memory. The time overhead incurred by repeated CNF generation is reduced. However, constraints change in the test generation process, thus original CNFs (unconstrained) must be repeatedly loaded into the SAT solver. Loading of the CNFs into SAT solver should create much less time overhead, but the number of literals stored in memory can be unfeasible for larger circuits. The number of stored literals can be further reduced by solution set preserving SAT reduction [8] , e.g. resolution and propagation of 1-literal clauses.
B. Filering out the UNSAT CNFs
Constrained test patterns generation algorithms must solve a great number of constrained SAT instances repeatedly. It is expected, that the majority of these instances are unsatisfiable [2, 8] with given constraints (do not produce a test pattern). In SAT-Compress, 98% of generated CNFs are unsatisfiable with given constraints on average [8] . Generation and solving of these CNFs can cause a significant time overhead. That is why we focused on filtering of these UNSAT instances to speed-up the constrained test patterns generation.
Filtering out the UNSAT instances can be defined as an early detection of unsatisfiability, as a conflict between fixed faulty signal variable value (and its fault-free complement) in the CNF and implications of the constraints.
Two algorithms for filtering of the unsatisfiable instances incurred in the constrained test generation process are described in this subsection. An implication filter using static implications to detect unsatisfiability is used in the first approach, which is then extended by dynamic implications in the second.
1) Static implication filter is based on the observation that ATPG CNFs consist of 70% of 2-literal clauses and 24% of 3-literal clauses [8] on average. Each 2-literal clause can be substituted by two implication rules, e.g., a clause x∨y corresponds to implications ¬x⇒y and ¬y⇒x. These implications can be further used to speed up the SAT solving [12] or to propagate constraints (fixed constraints are propagated by implications).
The static implication filter uses the implication rules to fix additional variables in the test pattern. Thus an essential part is the implication table. It consists of implication rules created from 2-literal clauses from the CNF of the fault free circuit. Each row of the implication table consists of the list of the variables and its values to be set if the row is referenced. The row is indexed by the name of the variable and its polarity (two rows for a literal). A variable fixed in the constrained test pattern selects a row in the implication table and cause the variables stored in the row to be also fixed in the constrained test pattern. The implication table is constructed once in the initial part of the constrained test generation algorithm.
The constrained test patterns generation algorithm extended by static implication filter checks unsatisfiability of the CNF instance to be generated, without need of its generation or solving. A variable corresponding to the faulty signal is in the constrained test pattern fixed as a complement of the faulty signal value. The constraints to be applied are also fixed in the constrained test pattern and further variables are fixed by implication rules stored in the implication table. It means that each fixed variable (by constraints or implications) addresses the row of the implication table and the variable or its complement stored in the list of variables is also fixed. The CNF to be generated is marked as unsatisfiable if some conflict between value of the variable to be fixed by implication rule and its value in the constrained test pattern occurs. The CNF instance is marked as unsatisfiable and it is skipped without generation and solving because it can not be satisfied with given constraints.
The static implication filter is a simple method for unsatisfiability checking of the constrained SAT instances. Its efficiency depends on the number of constrained variables. A high number of implication rules (2-literal clauses) gives us a solid ground for setting of the further variables in the constrained test pattern and increases our chances to detect unsatisfiability of the CNF to be generated. Construction of the implication table and unsatisfiability checking represents a negligible part of constrained test generation process and filtering of the UNSAT instances can cause significant speed-up.
2) Dynamic implication filter is an extention of the static implication filter. The static implication filter fixes variables values by implications stored in the implication table. Additional implications can be found in the CNF of the fault free circuit (fault free part is the same for CNFs of all faults). Each 2-literal clause is stored in the implication table (once in the initial part of the algorithm) as two implication rules and its removed from the CNF of the fault free circuit. Thus, the CNF of the fault free circuit consists of clauses with 3 and more literals only. The constraints to be applied are fixed in the constrained test pattern and the CNF of the fault free circuit is searched for clauses which produce additional implications with given variables values e.g., the clause ¬x∨y∨z with fixed variable values x=1 and y=0 implies z=1. Searching for new implications continues, while there are some changes in fixed variables in the constrained test pattern.
It is obvious that further variable values can be fixed in the constrained test pattern. A higher number of fixed variables increase chances to find conflict and to identify more unsatisfiable instances than the static filter. The time consumption of the dynamic filter is much higher than of the static filter, because the set of the clauses from the fault free part of the circuit must be generated and searched for new implications for each constraints applied.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following two subsections, we experimentally evaluate and compare presented techniques. The measurements were performed on a CPU Intel Core 2 Duo -1,8GHz with 1GB RAM.
Experiments have been performed on a subset of smaller ISCAS'85 [13] and '89 [14] benchmark circuits, because memory requirements for CNFs storing were unfeasible for bigger circuits from those benchmark sets.
Properties of the proposed speedup techniques are demonstrated on the SAT-Compress algorithm [7] as a representative of the defined class of algorithms. MiniSat v1.14 [15] has been used as a SAT solver.
A. On-Fly CNF generation vs. CNF storing
A comparison of the three techniques of CNFs processing is presented in Table I . The first column of the table "bench name" represents the name of the benchmark circuit from ISCAS'85 or '89. Differences between processing of the CNFs on-the-fly, storing and storing of the reduced CNFs are shown in the three columns. These columns consist of columns "CNF" showing the time spent by a CNF generation. The next column "SAT" represents the time spent by a SAT solving of the processed CNFs. Column "SIM" shows the time spent by simulation and column "SUM" is the time consumption of the whole algorithm. Moreover, columns with storing CNFs and storing of the reduced CNFs consist of the column "Lit. Count" which represents a total number of literals in the stored CNFs, the column "Store" showing the time consumption of the CNFs storing or its reduction and storing. The last row of the table "Avg." represents average values of all columns.
First, let us focus on the time spent by the CNFs generation. Experimental measurements show that processing of the stored CNF instances is in all cases faster than their generation on-the-fly and generation of the reduced CNFs is even faster then generation of the stored CNFs, e.g., for benchmark circuit c3540 is the time of CNFs generation 2205 seconds while loading of the previously generated CNFs stored in the memory is made in 1112 seconds and for reduced CNFs it takes only 436.8 seconds. The time consumption of the storing and reductions of the CNFs seems to be negligible in comparison with CNFs generation and SAT solving. On the other hand, the number of stored literals grows significantly with the size of the circuit (number of gates), e.g., for test compression of the benchmark circuit c3540 having 1648 gates, there must be 3428 CNFs stored, which is 31,439,618 literals (in the reduced CNF). It is obvious that storing the CNFs is unfeasible for large circuits, because of memory consumption. Moreover, storing the reduced CNFs is also unfeasible for large circuits, because the reduction of the CNFs size is not as significant as we hoped [8] .
The average values confirm previous observations. The time consumption of the CNFs processing can be dramatically decreased by storing the reduced CNFs in memory. An average total time for the CNFs processing show, that processing of the stored CNFs is in average 1.34 times faster than its processing on-the-fly. Thus it seems that storing of the CNFs is better than processing of the CNFs onthe-fly, but the memory consumption of the stored literals can be unfeasible. The storing of the reduced CNFs, does not decrease processing time of the CNFs, because solution set preserving reductions are time consuming for bigger instances. For example, the time of the reductions and storing of the CNFs for the benchmark circuit c3540 is 1322 seconds while solving of these CNFs takes only 1730 seconds.
It can be concluded that for small circuits it is better to store CNFs or reduced CNFs, but this is unfeasible for large circuits, because of high memory requirements. The SAT solving times indicate that generation of the CNFs on-the-fly can be the best way, because it is not bounded by the memory requirements.
B. Static and Dynamic implication filter
A comparison of filtering techniques is presented in Table II . The first column of the table "bench name" represents the name of a benchmark circuit from ISCAS'85 or '89. Differences between the basic algorithm (SATCompress [7] ) and its modification with static and dynamic filtering are shown in the three columns. These columns consist of the column "Gen.", with a total number of the generated CNFs and "Used.", showing a total number of the CNFs giving a satisfiable solution. The next sub-column "Red" shows the percentage reduction of the number of processed CNFs referred to a basic algorithm. The subcolumn "Filter" shows the time spent by filtering of the unsatisfiable CNF instances. The following sub-columns "CNF", "SAT", "SIM" and "SUM" have the same meaning as in Table I . The last row of the table "Avg." represents an average value of the column.
Experimental results show that filtering of the unsatisfiable CNFs can speed up the process of the constrained test patterns generation more than 2 times, e.g., the total test patterns compression time of the basic algorithm for the benchmark circuit c3540 is 5784 seconds, while with a static filer it takes 2793 seconds and with dynamic filter the total test patterns compression time decreased to 2472 seconds. The static filter as a simple fast technique of detecting of the unsatisfiable instances is highly effective and detects 43% of all the processed unsatisfiable instances on average. Moreover, the dynamic filter is able to detect an additional 11% of the unsatisfiable CNF instances on average, but it is much more time-consuming than the static filter.
The implication filter seems to be a promising technique. The static filter can be used for any circuit and grants a significant speedup of the constrained test generation process by significantly decreasing the number of the unsatisfiable CNFs solved. The dynamic filter is better for small circuits, because searching for dynamic implications is much more time-consuming.
VII. CONCLUSION
A general class of the SAT-based constrained test patterns generation algorithms has been stated. Extending techniques of speedup of these algorithms has been discussed and evaluated by experimental results.
The differences between the CNFs processing on-the-fly, processing of the stored CNFs or reduced CNFs have been discussed and shown on a set of ISCAS'85 and '89 benchmark circuits. It can be concluded that even if a generation of the CNFs on-the-fly can be time-consuming, it is still the best technique of CNF processing in a general case.
Techniques of the filtering of the unsatisfiable CNFs based on the static and dynamic implications have been presented. Our experimental evaluation proved that it can be a power-full technique for speedup of the SAT-based constrained test patterns generation. 
